
  

Towards defining JES correlations between ATLAS and CMS 

Jet energy scale uncertainties are usually among largest experimental uncertainties

Need to clarify the role of correlations among experiments in top combinations

Aim is to identify sources that are correlated/uncorrelated across experiments
   
Two discussions among ATLAS/CMS experts happened

The way how the JES uncertainties are evaluated in the two experiments
are quite different and more work is needed to arrive at concrete recommendations

Tancredi.Carli@cern.chDisclaimer: This is my personal view



  

Jet Definitions
Jet algorithm:
ATLAS and CMS use the anti-kt jet algorithm 
CMS: R=0.5 and R=0.7  ATLAS: R=0.4 and 0.6  
          (historic development → aim to converge in shutdown)
Both collaborations also use other algorithms large-R Akt, C/A for substructure techniques...

Jet inputs:
ATLAS: topological calorimeter clusters calibrated on basic calorimeter scale 
            ( EM-scale) or locally corrected for lower hadron response and DM (LCW-scale)
            Track jets are used for systematic studies (jet mass, b-JES, subjet JES), pile-up etc.
CMS:    baseline are particle flow (PF) objects based on tracking and calorimetry
             Also supported: calorimeter towers, or simple track cluster combination method (JPT)

Different technique to 
reconstruct jets are not a 
problem to evaluate the 
correlations between 
the experiments

Both experiments use
in situ method for 
uncertainty 

CMSATLAS



  

Jet calibration strategy

ATLAS calibration strategy

Jet calibration done with respect to the inclusive jet sample (using MC)
ATLAS and CMS quote JES uncertainties with respect to MC 
Data corrected to MC particle jet  reference

Similar calibration strategy in ATLAS and CMS
CMS also foresee higher level corrections e.g. for flavour or hadronisation

ATLAS: simple offset
CMS: jet area

CMS calibration strategy



  

Bottom-up approach:
Evaluate measurement uncertainties of jet constituents complemented
with modeling uncertainties on particle spectra impinging the detector   

Top-down approach:
Use well measured reference object and do some physics assumption
(e.g. on pt-balance of jet to reference object)

Technique to determine JES uncertainties

ATLAS:
2010: jet constituents uncertainties and in situ pt-balance methods as cross checks (bottom-up)
2011: in situ balance methods up to 1 TeV,  jet constituents uncertainties above (top-down)

CMS:  
Measurements from in situ pt-balance techniques (gamma/Z-jet balance)
plus extrapolations to low and high-pt using jet constituents uncertainties
complemented by fragmentation modeling uncertainties (mixed approach)

Top-down:
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Tjet 
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Tref

Bottom-up
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+ physics modeling 

JES uncertainty in central region (“Baseline” in ATLAS “Absolute” in CMS) using in situ techniques
Relative forward to central JES uncertainty from dijet balance 

Uncertainties depending on event samples:
ATLAS/CMS: Parton flavour (gluon/light-quark/heavy-quark) 
ATLAS/CMS: Pile-up (Nvtx)
ATLAS only:  Close-by jets (dR

JJ
)

Jet calibration done with respect to the inclusive jet sample (using MC)
ATLAS and CMS quote JES uncertainties with respect to MC 



  

arXiv/1203.1302

Background in data and MC is different
 -> subtract measured background in data and MC
Also: measured pions, proton and anti-protons 
from Kaon/Lambda decays

0.5<p<20 GeV from in situ single hadron response 20<p<350 GeV from combined ATLAS test beam 

NIM A 62 (2010) 134arXiv-1203.1302

ATLAS calorimeter response uncertainty from single hadron response 

Calorimeter response uncertainty

JES uncertainty =calorimeter uncertainty+fragmentation modeling

Uncertainty on neutral hadrons from MC



  

ATLAS JES uncertainty 2010 results 
Combination of in situ measurement

Combination weights

P
T
-dependent JES uncertainty (15<p

T
<1000 GeV):

Weighted average in pt bins + smoothing
(preserving all correlations)
Increase uncertainty by sqrt(Chi2/dof), if
methods inconsistent

2010:
By default no correction for data/MC difference
Single hadron response default and only
marginal improvement
Statistical uncertainty would need to be propagated
Correlations from single particles 
low-pt in situ high-pt test-beam

2011:
Correction for data/MC (about -2%)
Evaluation  in situ technique validation
Correlations from in situ uncertainties



  

Uncertainty related to in situ methods

JINST 6 (2011) 11002

Constant response 
correction 1.015

CMS JES in central region 2010 results 

quark/gluon respnse difference
in Pythia/Herwig

Extrapolation based on 
single hadron response
for calorimeter objects
objects with constrains in 
region where in situ methods 
available+uncertainty from 
fragmentation modeling  



  

JME-10-008

Single isolated hadron response measurements in CMS using 7 TeV minimum bias sample

2 < p
Track

 < 20 GeV

measurements up to eta<2.1 available
Direct probe of calorimeter response modeling by Geant4
Modelling uncertainty via neutral background contamination
Estimated via MC comparing isolated hadrons in minimum bias sample with single pion MC: <5%

Data in agreement with MC within 3%

CMS isolated hadron response measurements



  

Extrapolation based on jets constituents
  Calorimeter objects from single hadron response measurements
  Track momentum and track efficiency measurement gives no uncertainty
+ constraint in region where in situ methods are precise (around 100 GeV)
+ Uncertainty related to fragmentation modeling: Response ratio Pythia6 (Z2 and D6T tune) and Herwig++ 

For particle flow show that 
jet composition
of particle flow objects
is well described by MC



  

Recent ATLAS 2011 in situ measurement results

In 2011 ATLAS JES uncertainties will be based on in situ measurements:
Gamma/Z+jet, multijet balance for 15<pt<1000 GeV. 
For p>1000 GeV single hadron response measurements
Correlations are derived from systematic uncertainties of in situ measurement
on reference object and physics effects 

Pt balance between jet and reference object



  

ATLAS



  

In 2011 ATLAS uses combination of 
in situ techniques. Pt-dependence:
weighted average in pt bins + smoothing 

CMS uses in situ techniques in regions 100-200 GeV
Pt-dependence from extrapolation to low and high-pt
varying particle flow objects

Base-line+
Event sample dependent
uncertainties



  

CMS uncertainty list:

Main problem is that ATLAS considers 54 uncertainty source while CMS has only 1 for the 
absolute source from the fit of the in situ response data to MC ratio
ATLAS gives correlations from pt-dependent uncertainties of in situ techniques
CMS consider absolute scale constant in p

T
. P

T
 dependence comes from extrapolation and

                                                                       extra effects (see below) 



  

Forward JES from dijet balance between central and forward region

CMS use Pythia to derive a correction
correction below 2.5% for |eta|<2.4
 up to 10% in forward region
Uncertainty at eta=4 for p

T
=100 GeV 3%

ATLAS uses Pythia to derive correction only for |eta|<2.1
Consider Pythia/Herwig difference as uncertainty
(Model dependence largest uncertainty)
Results cross-checked with Z+jet balance
Uncertainty at eta=4 for p

T
=100 GeV: 5% 

Dijet balance after correction for |eta|<2.1

In ATLAS and CMS forward energy scale is evaluated with respect to central region

Need to understand why Pythia/Herwig problem is not an issue for CMS



  

Flavour corrections

Jet flavour uncertainty

=100%

JES flavour dependence

CMS

ATLAS estimated 
From MC

ATLAS had detailed studies using purified samples
See   ATLAS-CONF-2012-138

https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/CONFNOTES/ATLAS-CONF-2012-138


  

Since in 2011 the JES calibration is based on 
In situ technique, ATLAS will only quote the
difference between b-jets and inclusive jets
for the dead material effect -> will drop

CMS takes quark/gluon Pythia/Herwig
Difference as b-jet uncertainty

ATLAS varies systematics effects in the MC
For b-jets and does in situ validation using tracking

Open point:
Should we consider specific b-jet effects like
B-Hadron fragemenation function

JES for jets with b-quarks



  

Pile-up corrections
ATLAS use simple offset correction 
derived from MC (500-800 MeV/Nvtx)
Correction for in time and out-of-time pile-up
Validated with in situ (tracks, γ-jet)
Uncertainty with respect to mean Nvtx 
in validation sample  

CMS uses jet area technique (Cacciari/Salam)

Advantage: 
pile-up subtraction event-by-event
Data and MC differences do not matter
Better resolution
Largest uncertainty from non-closure
Use also off-set correction ? 

I am not well informed
About CMS pile-up corrections!



  

JES uncertainty due to close-by jets

Jet response depends on environment/event sample
Calibration given for isolated jets

Uncertainty, i.e. how well the MC describes
the response drop is evaluated
using track jet that are more stable in dR

CMS will look in the
size of the effect.



  

JES uncertainty due to close-by jets

Jet response depends on environment/event sample
Calibration given for isolated jets

Uncertainty, i.e. how well the MC describes
the response drop is evaluated
using track jet that are more stable in dR

CMS will look in the
size of the effect.



  

Conclusion

Need to clarify JES uncertainty evaluation procedure in ATLAS and CMS

Biggest problem related to (baseline/absolute) JES uncertainty in central region

Need more detailed break-down from the CMS side

Aim is to quote uncertainties related to detector and modeling separately

General problem: ATLAS and CMS performance documentation is behind physics analysis 

Need to continue dialogue

Better understanding might avoid double counting of uncertainties

Detailed list of points to clarify exchanged between ATLAS/CMS



  

Back-up



  

ATLAS systematic uncertainty from validation using associated tracks

Systematic uncertainty on material description
 tracking efficiency uncertainty 
2% for PTtrack>500 MeV
 → results in 2% uncertainty on JES

Tracking in jet core:
Rate of fake tracks <0.1%
Track losses in jet core
7.5% on Sum pttrack for 800<ptjet<1000 GeV

Generator tune:
Uncertainty on fragmentation 



  

CMS tracking studies
Studies I know in CMS 

CMS PAS TRK-10-
002

Using D-mesons for pions

For isolated muons:

For non-isolated muons:

Conclusions:
Track embedding method tracking efficiency
is reproduced by MC within 1%
From J/Psi tag-and-probe isolated muon 1-2%
Non-isolated muons 5.3%
Pion tracking efficiency 3.9%



  



  



  



  

Slide not finished
Talk here about forward JES



  



  

Flavour mapping
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